Acknowledge Community Cabinet
CRIME REDUCTION PROGRAM, 29?

Police Crime Report No 300
Acknowledge the benefit of this correction
Acknowledge fraud, Australia’s No1 crime.
Acknowledge the Crown / Colonel / Judge
Pat Shanahan for the Q.L.S. direction
Yours is the best case out of 14 to win for
law reform / law of abandonment.
His ruling “Study the court transcripts & the
money trail.” For Crown closure to B.C.C.
Internal Investigation Dept. confession “We
are only a small team, we do not have
direction. Set out this case for Qld. Police to
get the credit.” We confirm Lord Mayor
Campbell Newman’s team, intelligence &
promised press release, by law to back up
Bob Atkinson’s plea, reference PCR 261-2.
To correct the confessed Comm. Bank
conspiracy by payment of $25,000, criminal
code S391 & SAA law R27.2. To admit A.G.
liability with fraudulent abandonment of the
truth. Det. Sgt. T Kidd by wrongful arrest
was forced by entrapment, to create a
criminal accountant. To gain Supreme Court
injustice / Judge Muir’s false liquidation.
ACKNOWLEDGE THE CORRECTION

$10,000 damages confession for Lord
Mayors press release / insurance scam /
ATO tax returns demand PCR 245-98.
Sisters of Mercy backup 1% Badja P/L plan
to protect the mums and dads, first home
buyers, our 22 block subdivision and
Healthequip, a business that saved lives
ONE STEP AT A TIME

As the 5 Supreme Court Judge's Mackenzie, White, Muir,
Byrne and deJersey have not made the Crown correction
to the precedence for law reform to do as ordered “You
cannot sue for abandonment, you have to prove
abandonment is fraud.” Crown / CEO Peter Carne
Queensland Law Society has now stepped in to assist the
Supreme Court Registrar Ian Mitchell resolve this
precedence for the confirmed all-fraud (abandon, litigate,
liquidate = fraud). To create a procedure by law to assist
the Police overcome the embarrassment of this confirmed
Commonwealth Bank conspiracy identifying the Attorney
General's fraudulent procedure correction. As the Police
rule, “It's the detail that solves the crime.” “You cannot
live with unresolved crime for the rest of your life.”
Hence as Assistant Inspector Mike Ede Police
prosecution confirmed, the problem lay with Belmont not
having a local Police Station. Hence there were 12 Police
Stations involved. Therefore my son camped outside the
Chandler Police Administration Centre for 4 years to finally
gain Sup Steve Pettinger's support, then Sup. John
Hopgood, Insp. Les Hopkins, Sgt Janelle Harm, etc. This
led to the Premier Peter Beattie's team, then the
Community Cabinet, Chief of Staff Superintendent Peter
Martin and Commissioner Bob Atkinson's correction /
solution. The Police checklist, the process of elimination
as by law in telling the truth, the law will win, as you
acknowledge each expert and fill in the details as you are
the community and our strength. Acknowledge
Healthequip has helped to save 100,000 lives with our
motto 'Take the next step' to help create 'Fit for Life' and
'Living Health' as just 2 examples of part of 500 accounts
for the 'win-win' approach, never to quit to help AIS win
gold medals for Australia, to crime correction. (Fit out
Correctional Centres) You must acknowledge Grahame
Ledwidge's Risk Management policy to pay $25,000 to 1
defendant only and to ignore all other defendants is an
illegal act by law. To cheat and deceive the mums and
dads and first home buyers. Acknowledged by our
Solicitor Reg Kliedon's motive “I will swear in court I
have done the best I can.” To bail out of this Comm. Bank
conspiracy, what a disgrace by law.
• The banks own legal counsel's Supreme Court affidavit
4461/2001 is evidence and proof. Both bank Solicitor's
Clark and Kann and Allens Arthur and Robinson
followed the confessed rogue Manager Grahame
Ledwidge's direction. Grahame confessed his guilt with
Risk Management, “We work for the shareholders

profits and the top end of town.” The 'bagman'
Rob Wilson confessed in 422/2000-2. After panicking
at realizing his mistakes, he perjured himself. He
made false claims.
• The electrical and plumbing was buried under the
concrete. (False)
• We never used your earth moving equipment. (False)
• He could not identify the photograph of his son in law
using our excavator, yet Solicitor James Conomos
groaned when he examined the photograph. The
'bagman' confessed “If I go down, lots of people
will go down with me.” You must study this
insurance scam controlled by the prisoner / disbarred
ex-DPP Barrister Davida Ellen Williams. The simple
explanation P.C.R. 298 an un-needed trench / to
create a down hill mud slide for an insurance cleanup
/ no pipe in trench, yet charged to help create
liquidation. Sadly Magistrate Austin was misled, he
had no clarity or understanding and confessed
“Yes, well I do not care what (anyone from) the
Police Minister down has to say.” He saw only a
$10,000 insurance claim signed off by the engineer
as being rectified. See Baseline engineers report for
violence and thuggery and 300% extra for claims over
cost. Note the correction of this insurance scam.
The $10,000 insurance claim was only a small part
of this engineer's report. Even the engineer John
Koek confessed “You will go down on this one.”
The reason being, the Magistrate believed it was not
his responsibility to question the 300% for extras, the
proven thuggery and violence and extortion. The
Magistrate accepted this was part of the Arbitration
claim. What a joke! Arbitration was controlled by the
confessed forger, fraudster, prisoner, now disbarred
Barrister who admitted the Arbitrator was only too
happy to accept $3,000 a day to rent out his room. As
evidence and proof, when the 'bagman's' $255,000
'slush fund' ran out the 'bagman' offered to pay $8 an
hour for the hire of our tip truck and excavator, when
the going rate was $55 an hour. Hence Rob Wilson's
$200,000 extortion demand / nun chucker attack for
$47,962, etc. Reg Kliedon our Solicitor confessed
“$10,000 was throwaway money,” on a multimillion
dollar subdivision. Hence the need for 300 Police
Crime Reports to explain the various triggers / the key
pivotal points by law that a normal honest Barrister
would have explained to the Magistrate. It's important

to note when John Koek engineer was called to
explain the detail, he argued that as an engineer his
time was better spent working on an engineer's rate
instead of the money paid to a normal witness.
Hence Magistrate Austin excused John Koek from
giving evidence, as just another player where our
criminal Barrister followed her fraudulent action to
abandon our case in court. To bleed her own client,
to cause the loss of millions of dollars, in ensuring
the Commonwealth Bank conspiracy succeeded.
How could we ever expect to win when our own
Barrister, an expert in crime, used all her
expertise and all the criminal resources
available to her to ensure Supreme Court proven
injustice by Supreme Court Judge Muir's
confession of “No clarity” to liquidate Badja
P/L? Hence our plan to 'crystallize the loss' and
work with 'lateral thinking' and the 'law of
probability' and work backwards to lay fraud
charges using the CIB approach of natural justice as
confirmed by the Legal Ombudsman Jack Nimmo
“To forget about the money for the present and
to concentrate on the law and you can win this
case.” It now becomes obvious that lots of people
will go down with the 'bagman' who was over-paid
with part of the $255,000, (See Baseline Civil
Engineers report) due to Grahame Ledwidge's
ongoing abandonment of the truth. JF & Pike were
approving up to 300% over cost for extras paid out
by Grahame Ledwidge, despite the evidence and
proof in Police Crime Reports 261-2 entrapment in
this Comm. Bank conspiracy to expose the
confirmed mistake of our illegal bank loan, to direct
to sell land without title and deposit. We have spent
$500,000 on legal costs in total as part of the original
conspiracy to liquidate, then $100,000 on Police
Crime Reports, postage and web site to correct the
Crown to gain clarity to the all-fraud conspiracy.
Acknowledge the Comm. Bank Risk Management
process to become No 1 bank in Australia, then to
correct their mistakes by fighting right down to the
line as the Sisters of Mercy ex-Comm. Bank
manager expert John Gagen confirmed. We support
their Relationship Manager James Pitman's
approach, “We must search the Commonwealth
Bank to find someone in the bank to listen to our
story to give justice.” To do this may necessitate

a change in the law. Hence the importance to
and justice as a trained Army Officer, promised a
'crystallize the loss' as directed in criminology, lateral
press release. To support the Police Prosecution as
thinking and the law of probability. As directed by our
the Brisbane City Council Internal Investigation
legal counsel Reg Kliedon in a similar fashion to Dr.
Department have requested. A direction by law to
Frank Walsh psychologist, the Police Com. Bob
assist the Police Commissioner / Prosecution to work
Atkinson and the Crown via Colonel/Judge Pat
as a team recognized by law to listen and to gather the
Shanahan, etc. They do not have the ability as
details to lay further fraud charges. To show the loss of
individuals to win this case. This case can only be
Badja Pty Ltd and now the mums and dads and first
won by calling in all the experts by law, by following the
home buyers caught up in this confessed
Police checklist and as directed by Reg Kliedon. To
Commonwealth Bank conspiracy, where we have lost
gain confessions of guilt, proof of liability and
millions of dollars. To use the 'Smart State' 'Can Do'
prove the offenders accountable. Imagine the
policy to gain law reform as directed but ignored by the
Comm. Bank experts looking at the ACCC's case
Crown until we built a case to win and we will win. As
against the Comm. Bank to run a case where an
Chris Watts directed “All the bank wants is
architect Gleeson was ruled by Justice Susan Kiefel in
closure.” As ultimately Grahame Ledwidge and his
brief to be too smart, as an investor he should have
misconduct will lead to a technical improvement by
known better to gain a bank approved loan where
law in creating a vastly improved Rescue
the property was over valued. Hence the Judge's
Management policy over a Risk Management policy
ruling “To value both the bank product and the
as acknowledged in the principles of the 'win-win'
bank customer.” Hence the Judge's advice to use a
'win-lose' and 'lose-lose' approach. The rogue
multifunctional approach, the wisdom of Chris Watts
manager Grahame Ledwidge abandoned the truth
mediation expert for the Comm. Bank in using
and caused our litigation and liquidation, now
compassion, humility and justice to provide
acknowledged by the Crown experts as fraud. As
kindness and support for the Relationship
Chris Watts confirmed quote “You have a big thing
Manager James Pitman who was blamed by
about teamwork.” As confirmed by the Crown /
Grahame Ledwidge.
Queensland Law Society President Ferguson
warning. “You must not allow cases of this kind to
• The standard procedure in psychology is to
run out of control.” Hence the need to back the
acknowledge blame, not to blame somebody else
intelligence of Court Registrars who like building
especially a junior manager who was used as a
inspectors, SAA law and Army Colonels taught
scapegoat and sent to Westpac. As confirmed by
the value of duty and intelligence must be
James Pitman quote on arrival at Westpac “If I speak
out I will lose my new job.” It's obvious James Pitman
supported in backing our Police to provide clarity
should have identified the illegal bank loan and
and understanding. Hence the importance for
amended the loan by law to read the bank loan will be
Supreme Court Judge Byrne not knowing the
detail, not given the opportunity of the disclosure
supplied on providing title and deposit. It's also
of an honest Police report, gave the standard
obvious that we made Grahame Ledwidge aware of
technical approach of a 5 year gaol term, as a real
this illegal bank loan but he too failed to give the
weapon in prevention management to rescue the
correction by law necessitating Tim Allen accountant
defendants from organised crime.
being paid $10,000 for a damages confession in
losing $100,000 by ripping up his contract. (To
make a personal sacrifice as we did to prove guilt.) As
For brief, contact Ada Bright
an expert by law Tim Allen reported the CIB
Email: brights@dodo.com.au
compromise to support the Commonwealth Bank /
Website: www.all-fraud.net
Attorney General's conspiracy by abandonment of the
truth. Hence the urgent need by law to follow the Acknowledge Community Cabinet Crime Reduction Program,
Crime Report Code
Premier's direction quote “To find a solution.” Hence
Blue
Green
Orange Brown  Black Red
by following the Police checklist and Crown direction
Ada
Bright
P.O.
Box
4120, Caloundra D.C. Qld 4551
the Lord Mayor Campbell Newman sensing victory

